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Abstract
Microsoft’s internal data lake processes exabytes of data over
millions of cores daily on behalf of thousands of tenants.
Scheduling this workload requires 10× to 100× more decisions per second than existing, general-purpose resource
management frameworks are known to handle. In 2013, we
were faced with a growing demand for workload diversity
and richer sharing policies that our legacy system could not
meet. In this paper, we present Hydra, the resource management infrastructure we built to meet these requirements.
Hydra leverages a federated architecture, in which a
cluster is comprised of multiple, loosely coordinating subclusters. This allows us to scale by delegating placement of
tasks on machines to each sub-cluster, while centrally coordinating only to ensure that tenants receive the right share
of resources. To adapt to changing workload and cluster
conditions promptly, Hydra’s design features a control plane
that can push scheduling policies across tens of thousands of
nodes within seconds. This feature combined with the federated design allows for great agility in developing, evaluating,
and rolling out new system behaviors.
We built Hydra by leveraging, extending, and contributing
our code to Apache Hadoop YARN. Hydra is currently the
primary big-data resource manager at Microsoft. Over the
last few years, Hydra has scheduled nearly one trillion tasks
that manipulated close to a Zettabyte of production data.

1

Introduction

As organizations amass and analyze unprecedented amounts
of data, dedicated data silos are being abandoned in favor
of more cost-effective, shared data environments, such as
private or public clouds. Sharing a unified infrastructure
across all analytics frameworks and across tenants avoids the
resource fragmentation associated with operating multiple
smaller clusters [37] and lowers data access barriers. This
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is the vision of the data lake: empower every data scientist
to leverage all available hardware resources to process any
dataset using any framework seamlessly [26]. To realize this
vision, cloud vendors and large enterprises are building and
operating data-center scale clusters [7, 15, 37].
At Microsoft, we operate one of the biggest data lakes,
whose underlying compute capacity comprises hundreds of
thousands of machines [7, 26]. Until recently, our clusters
were dedicated to a single application framework, namely
Scope [44], and were managed by our custom distributed
scheduler, Apollo [7]. This architecture scaled to clusters1 of more than 50k nodes, supported many thousands
of scheduling decisions per second, and achieved stateof-the-art resource utilization. New requirements to share
the same physical infrastructure across diverse application
frameworks (both internal and popular open-source ones)
clashed with the core assumption of our legacy architecture
that all jobs had homogeneous scheduling patterns. Further, teams wanted more control over how idle capacity was
shared, and system operators needed more flexibility while
maintaining the fleet. This motivated us to build Hydra,
a resource management framework that today powers the
Microsoft-wide data lake. Hydra is the scheduling counterpart of the storage layer presented in [26].
Hydra matches the scalability and utilization of our legacy
system, while supporting diverse workloads, stricter sharing policies, and testing of scheduling policies at scale (§2).
This is achieved by means of a new federated architecture,
in which a collection of loosely coupled sub-clusters coordinates to provide the illusion of a single massive cluster (§3).
This design allows us to scale the two underlying problems
of placement and share-determination separately. Placement
of tasks on physical nodes can be scaled by running it independently at each sub-cluster, with only local visibility.
On the other hand, share-determination (i.e., choosing how
many resources each tenant should get) requires global vis1 By cluster we refer to a logical collection of servers that is used for
quota management and security purposes. A cluster can span data centers,
but each job has to fit into a cluster’s boundaries.

ibility to respect sharing policies without pinning tenants to
sub-clusters. We scale share-determination by operating on
an aggregate view of the cluster state.
At the heart of Hydra lie scheduling policies that determine the behavior of the system’s core components. Given
our diverse workloads and rapidly changing cluster conditions, we designed Hydra’s control plane to allow us to dynamically “push” policies. Cluster operators and automated
systems can change Hydra’s scheduling behaviors of a 50k
node cluster within seconds, without redeploying our platform. This agility allowed us to experiment with policies and
to cope with outages swiftly. We discuss several policies, and
show experimentally some of their trade-offs, in §4.
This federated architecture, combined with flexible policies, also means that we can tune each sub-cluster differently, e.g., to optimize interactive query latencies, scale to
many nodes, operate on virtualized resources, or A/B test
new scheduling behaviors. Hydra makes this transparent
to users and applications, which perceive the resources as
a continuum, and allows operators to mix or segregate tenants and behaviors in a dynamic, lightweight fashion. The
architecture also enables several additional scenarios by allowing individual jobs to span sub-clusters: owned by different organizations, equipped with specialized hardware (e.g.,
GPUs or FPGAs), or located in separate data centers or regions [8]. In addition to the flexibility offered to users who
submit jobs, these capabilities are invaluable for operators of
the data lake, enabling them to manage complex workloads
during system upgrades, capacity changes, or outages.

Figure 1: Hydra deployment in our production fleet (hundreds of thousands of nodes) over time.
An additional contribution of this paper is an open-source
implementation of our production-hardened system (§5), as
well as a summary of lessons learned during a large-scale
migration from our legacy system. The migration consisted
of a carefully choreographed in-place migration process of
a massive production environment (§2), while the entirety of
Microsoft depended on it. This journey was not without challenges, as we describe in §6. Fig. 1 shows the deployment of
Hydra across our fleet over time. Since we started deploying it, Hydra has scheduled and managed nearly one trillion
tasks that processed close to a Zettabyte of data. We report
on our production deployments in §7, explicitly comparing
its performance with our legacy system [7].

Apart from the new material presented in this paper, Hydra draws from several existing research efforts [7, 9, 11,
17, 19, 18, 27, 36]. In §8, we put Hydra in context with its
related work, mostly focusing on production-ready resource
managers [7, 15, 20, 36, 37].

2 Background and Requirements
At Microsoft we operate a massive data infrastructure, powering both our public cloud and our internal offerings. Next,
we discuss the peculiarities of our internal clusters and workload environments (§2.1), as well as how they affect our requirements for resource management (§2.2) and our design
choices in building Hydra (§2.3).

2.1 Background on our Environment
Cluster environment. Tab. 1 summarizes various dimensions of our big-data fleet.
Dimension
Daily Data I/O
Fleet Size
Cluster Size
# Deployments

Description
Total bytes processed daily
Number of servers in the fleet
Number of servers per cluster
Platform deployments monthly

Size
>1EB
>250k
>50k
1-10

Table 1: Microsoft cluster environments.
Our target cluster environments are very large in scale and
heterogeneous, including several generations of machines
and specialized hardware (e.g., GPU/FPGA). Our system
must also be compatible with multiple hardware management and deployment platforms [16, 5]. Thus, we make
minimal assumptions on the underlying infrastructure and
develop a control-plane to push configurations and policies.
We observe up to 5% machine unavailability in our clusters due to various events, such as hardware failures, OS
upgrades, and security patches. Our resource management
substrate should remain highly available despite high hardware/software churn.
Sharing across tenants. As shown in Tab. 2, our clusters
are shared across thousands of users. Users have access to
hierarchical queues, which are logical constructs to define
storage and compute quotas. The queue hierarchy loosely
follows organizational and project boundaries.
Dimension
# Users
# Queues
Hierarchy depth
Priority levels

Description
Number of users
Number of (hierarchical) queues
Levels in the queue hierarchy
Number of priority levels (avg/max)

Size
>10k
>5k
5-12
10/1000

Table 2: Tenant details in Microsoft clusters.
In our setting, tenants pay for guaranteed compute capacity (quota) as a means to achieve predictable execution [17].
Tenants typically provision their production quotas for their

Figure 2: Number of machines dedicated to batch jobs in clusters C1–C4 (leftmost figure). Empirical CDF (ECDF) of various
job metrics—each point is the average over a month for recurring runs of a periodic job, grouped by cluster (remaining figures).
peak demand, which would result in significantly underutilized resources. To increase cluster utilization, it is desirable
to allow tenants to borrow unused capacity. Our customers
demand for this to be done “fairly”, proportionally to a tenant’s guaranteed quota [12].

good resource utilization. However, it only supported a single application framework and offered limited control over
sharing policies, which are among our core requirements, as
described below. An overview of Apollo is provided in §A.2.

Workload. The bulk of our workload today is batch analytical computations, with streaming and interactive applications growing at a fast pace. The leftmost figure in Fig. 2
shows that 65–90% of machines in four of our clusters are
dedicated to batch jobs. Each of these clusters has more
than 50K machines; this is not the entirety of our fleet, but
it is representative. Note that in our legacy infrastructure,
the machines used for non-batch jobs had to be statically determined, which led to resource under-utilization, hot-spots,
and long container placement latencies. Tab. 3 reports the
key dimensions of our workloads. The overall scale of individual large jobs and the number of jobs that run on common
datasets drove us to build large shared clusters. Beside large
cluster sizes, the scheduling rate is the most challenging dimension of our scalability.

2.2 Requirements

Dimension
# Frameworks
# Jobs
# Tasks
Scheduling rate
Data processed

Description
Number of application frameworks
Number of daily jobs
Number of daily tasks
Scheduling decisions per second
Bytes processed by individual jobs

Size
>5
>500k
Billions
>40k
KBs-PBs

Table 3: Microsoft workload characteristics.
We quantify more metrics of our batch workload in Fig. 2.
The empirical CDFs in the figures capture properties of the
four of the aforementioned large clusters. Each point in the
CDFs represents a recurring analytical job, and its average
behavior over one month. We group jobs by cluster and plot
one line for each cluster. Jobs have very diverse behaviors:
from KBs to PBs of input sizes, from seconds to days of
runtime, from one to millions of tasks.
Legacy system. Prior to Hydra, our cluster resources were
managed by our legacy system, Apollo [7]. Apollo’s distributed scheduling architecture allowed us to scale to our
target cluster sizes and scheduling rates, while achieving

We summarize our requirements as follows:
R1 Workload size and diversity: Our workloads range
from very small and fast jobs to very large ones (e.g.,
millions of tasks spanning tens of thousands of servers),
and from batch to streaming and interactive jobs. They
include both open-source and Microsoft’s proprietary
frameworks. Many jobs access popular datasets. The
resource management framework must support this
wide workload spectrum and large-scale data sharing.
R2 Utilization: High utilization is paramount to achieve
good Return On Investment (ROI) for our hardware.
R3 Seamless migration: backward compatibility with
our existing applications and transparent, in place
replacement—to preserve existing investments in user
codebase, tooling, and hardware infrastructure.
R4 Sharing policies: Customers are demanding better
control over sharing policies (e.g., fairness, priorities,
time-based SLOs).
R5 Operational flexibility: Diverse and fast-evolving
workloads and deployment environments require
operators to change core system behaviors quickly
(e.g., within minutes).2
R6 Testing and innovation: The architecture must support
partial and dynamic rolling upgrades, to support experimentation and adoption of internal or open-source innovations, while serving mission critical workloads.

2.3

Design Philosophy

From the above we derive the following design choices.
2 Redeployments

at a scale of tens of thousands of nodes may take days,
so it is not a viable option.

Large shared clusters. Requirements R1/R2 push us to
share large clusters to avoid fragmentation and to support
our largest jobs. Scaling the resource manager becomes key.
General-purpose resource management. R1/R3/R4 force
us to invest in a general-purpose resource management layer,
arbitrating access from multiple frameworks, including the
legacy one, as first class citizens. R3 is at odds with
the frameworks-specific nature of our previous distributed
scheduling solution [7].
Agile infrastructure behavior. R5/R6 rule out custom,
highly scalable, centralized approaches, as integrating
open-source innovations and adapting to different conditions
would become more delicate and require higher engineering
costs. This pushed us towards a federated solution building
upon the community innovation at each sub-cluster.
Aligning with open-source. We chose to implement Hydra
by re-architecting and extending Apache Hadoop YARN [36,
19]. This allows us to leverage YARN’s wide adoption in
companies such as Yahoo!, LinkedIn, Twitter, Uber, Alibaba,
Ebay, and its compatibility with popular frameworks such as
Spark, Hive, Tez, Flink, Cascading, HBase, TensorFlow.

Overview of Hydra

3

We now describe the user model (§3.1) and federated architecture of Hydra (§3.2), and then present the life-cycle of a
job in our system (§3.3).

3.1

Model of User Interaction

The overall cluster capacity is logically organized into
queues of a given guaranteed capacity, i.e., a configured
amount of physical cluster resources that is dedicated to each
queue.3 Each user has access to one or more queues and can
submit jobs to them. Queues support job priorities, optional
gang semantics (i.e., minimum required parallelism for a
job to launch), as well as many other quota mechanisms,
which we omit for brevity. An important value proposition
of Hydra is to provide users with the illusion of a single
large cluster; the details of how this is realized must not be
exposed.
Jobs are collections of tasks (i.e., processes). Each task
runs within a container, which is a bundle of physical resources (e.g., <RAM,CPU,IOs,...>) on a single worker
node. Containers can be isolated by means of virtual machines, OS containers, or simple process boundaries. Jobs
may dynamically negotiate access to different amounts of resources, which are taken from the guaranteed capacity of the
queue they are submitted to. This negotiation is done by a
special container: the job’s Application Master (AM).
3 Servers

are not partitioned among queues but shared dynamically.

Figure 3: Architecture of Hydra.

3.2 System Architecture
In order to meet our goals of: supporting diverse workloads
compatible with Apache Hadoop, enforcing stricter sharing
invariants, and allowing flexible scheduling policies, we arrived at a federated architecture, depicted in Fig. 3. Hydra
splits the cluster into a set of sub-clusters that coordinate
with each other to present to the user the illusion of a single
cluster. Below, we discuss the various system components
used to implement this architecture.
Federated architecture. Hydra divides the servers of a
cluster into logical sub-clusters, shown in light-gray boxes
in Fig. 3. Each sub-cluster operates as an independent
Apache Hadoop YARN [36, 19] deployment (see §A.1 for
an overview of YARN’s architecture). In each sub-cluster, a
centralized, highly available Resource Manager (RM) governs the life-cycle of jobs and tasks, which execute inside containers on the worker nodes. The RM receives
resource availability information from the worker nodes
through heartbeats, and determines container placement.
Each worker runs an instance of NodeManager (NM) which
is in charge of the life-cycle of the tasks running on that node.
The NM is the node-local enforcer for the RM decisions.
Note that each sub-cluster is comprised of a few thousand
machines. We discuss in §6 how we set our sub-cluster size,
based on YARN’s scalability limitations in the number of
worker nodes and scheduling decisions per second (SDPS).
Sub-cluster coordination. Each Hydra cluster includes a
Global Policy Generator (GPG), a component that oversees the entire federation. The GPG periodically obtains
an aggregate view of each sub-cluster’s state through RM–
GPG heartbeats, and dynamically determines the scheduling
policy that should be used by each sub-cluster. Then, the
RMs act as the sub-cluster-local enforcers of the scheduling policies dictated by the GPG. The GPG is never in the
critical path of individual container scheduling decisions,
but rather influence the behavior of other components—this
avoids it becoming a scalability and availability bottleneck.

The StateStore is a highly available, centralized store4 that
contains the authoritative copy of all system configurations
and policies, and allows us to change the system behavior
dynamically. Each component in the system periodically reports liveness to the StateStore through heartbeats, and gets
informed of new policies. The StateStore Proxy is a caching
layer that improves the read-scalability.
Single-cluster illusion. In order to provide users with the
illusion of a single large cluster, we need to hide the presence of multiple sub-clusters when (i) a job is submitted, and
(ii) an AM requests new resources (containers). To this end,
we introduce layers of indirection through two components,
namely the Router and the AM–RM Proxy. Each Router provides the users with a single entry point to the overall platform. Routers mediate all interactions between users and
the RMs, dynamically determining the sub-cluster that a job
should be launched in. This will be the “home” sub-cluster,
where the job’s AM will be running. The AM–RM Proxy
is a service that runs at every worker node and translates
AM container requests to asks to one or more RMs. This
allows individual jobs to span sub-clusters. Similar to what
the Router does for external users, the AM–RM Proxy hides
the plurality of RMs and shields the applications from the
system’s internal complexity.
Along with providing a single-cluster illusion, the Router
and AM–RM Proxy components allow us to: (i) mask availability issues of RMs (an RM failing is masked by rerouting
resource demands to other RMs), (ii) protect RMs from an
excessive number of requests (e.g., coming from malicious
AMs) that could lead to denial-of-service issues, (iii) balance load among sub-clusters, and (iv) flexibly handle maintenance and flighting operations.
Policy-driven design. All scheduling decisions in Hydra are
policy-driven and depend on the policies that the GPG installs in the various system components. The choice of policies can significantly change the system’s behavior. In particular, Routers determine where a job is started (thus affecting job queuing time), AM–RM Proxy shapes the load that
each sub-cluster receives, and RMs determine how requests
from multiple queues are fulfilled. Finally, GPG determines
the share determination, i.e., deciding how many resources
each tenant will get.
Importantly, the GPG is not on the critical path of container allocation decisions, but asynchronously updates the
RMs’ scheduling policy. The RMs operate independently,
in accordance with the most recently received policy. Even
if the GPG is not reachable, the RM can continue performing allocations, which ensures that the cluster remains highly
available and highly utilized. We provide more details about
our policies in §4.
4 We

provide multiple implementations, including SQL Server, HBase,
and ZooKeeper, depending on the deployment setting.

3.3 Life of a Job
We illustrate the federated architecture of Hydra through the
life-cycle of a job (the corresponding steps are also marked
in Fig. 3).
(1) Job j is submitted to queue q via the Router (1a), which
determines through a policy the sub-cluster that should
be the job’s home, e.g., sub-cluster 1 in Fig. 3 (1b).
(2) The Router records its decision in the StateStore (2a)
and forwards the job submission request to the RM of
the chosen sub-cluster (2b).
(3) The RM performs admission control and determines
when and where to starts the job’s AM (3a). The AM is
launched on a node, e.g., NM25 (3b).
(4) The AM begins requesting containers on nodes (e.g.,
NM60 ) via the AM–RM Proxy (4a), which consults a
policy to determine the RMs to forward the request and
how to split/merge/modify the requests if needed (4b).
(5) The AM–RM Proxy impersonates the job and contacts
all the RMs required to fulfill the demand, e.g., RM2.
Each job spans as many sub-clusters as needed.
(6) Each RM summarizes its state (usage and demands) and
forwards it to the GPG every few seconds through a separate heartbeat channel (6a). The GPG follows policies
to determine share-determination in aggregate, and provides guidance back to the RMs on how to grant access
to resources for different tenants (6b).
(7) The RM uses the most recent policy suggestion from
GPG to allocate tasks on behalf of the AM, e.g., Task1
on NM60 (7a).5 The task is launched, and can begin
its computation and to communicate directly with the
AM (7b).

4 Scheduling Policies
We now describe the policies governing Hydra. Our main
goal is to scale placement (§4.1) and share-determination
(§4.2) to large numbers of nodes and scheduling decisions
per second.

4.1 Placement
Placement of containers on machines affects locality (e.g.,
between computations and their input data or their hardware
preferences like GPU or FPGA), load balancing, and fault
tolerance of jobs in Hydra. We scale placement by parallelizing decision-making—each sub-cluster performs placement decisions independently. The following policies, associated with different system components (see §3), determine
the routing of requests and allocation of containers.
Router policies assign jobs’ Application Masters (AMs) to
sub-clusters. Since AMs consume limited resources and typ5 Note

that 7a could happen before 6a-6b, if the previous round of allocation policies from GPG allow the RM to allocate more for queue q.

Figure 4: Placement quality over a period of one month:
>97% of requests on average are placed on the preferred
node or rack.
ically have no locality requirements, Router policies focus on
fault tolerance by spreading AMs across sub-clusters. To this
end, the Router retrieves the current sub-cluster state (e.g.,
active RM’s URL, current utilization, outstanding demand)
from the StateStore (cached for performance). The Router
itself is fully stateless and thus is horizontally scalable. We
achieve fault tolerance by deploying multiple Router instances behind a load balancer. Internally the Router adopts
an interceptor design pattern, which allows us to dynamically
change and configure its policies.
AM–RM Proxy policies affect the placement of all non-AM
containers. We experimented with various policies in our
production environments, trying to strike a balance between
locality.6 load balancing, and fault tolerance. The policy
we settled for tries to optimize for locality preferences by
forwarding requests to the RM that owns the node specified in the request. Our policy extends the notion of delayscheduling [42] to operate across sub-clusters, falling back
to less loaded RMs after a configurable time-out.7 Requests
that do not specify locality preferences are spread across subclusters to improve load balancing. This is done by leveraging YARN’s existing notion of headroom [2], that is, an RM
estimated amount of resources that a specific user/application should expect to obtain based on the current state of the
sharing invariants. In case of an RM failure, the AM–RM
Proxy will automatically discover (via the StateStore) the
new master RM and send all outstanding requests to it. If an
RM becomes unavailable for a longer duration (due to overload conditions or network partitions), the AM–RM Proxy
re-distributes pending requests among other RMs inversely
proportionally to their load, thus increasing our resiliency
to failures. The AM–RM Proxy is stateful and utilizes the
existing NM mechanisms for failure recovery [3], in a way
transparent to both the AM and RM.
RMs employ complex algorithms [36] that handle locality
within a sub-cluster via delay-scheduling [42]. The RM first
6 Batch applications typically express soft preferences to be co-located
with their input data—matching these preferences at least at the sub-cluster
level is important, as it minimizes cross-datacenter data transfers, given that
sub-clusters do not cross datacenter boundaries while clusters often do.
7 We are experimenting with variants of this relaxation mechanism based
on load, configured weights, or simple randomization.

tries to place a task at the requested node, then it falls back to
the respective rack, and then to any cluster node. Hydra also
supports the notion of node labels [19] (tags used to logically group machines) and the more sophisticated placement
constraints described in Medea [11, 24]. While our software
stack supports all these, the more advanced constraints are
not yet employed by most of our production users.
NM policies govern the local use of resources among containers of different types. We leverage the notion of guaranteed and opportunistic containers from [18, 7] to ensure
high cluster utilization. Opportunistic containers are queued
locally to the NM (similar to [18, 27]) and run when there
are unused resources, thus hiding feedback latencies that
would lead to underutilized machines when running shortlived tasks or jobs that request part of their containers in
gangs (both very common in our workloads; see §2).
4.1.1 Quality of Placement
Adapting Scope applications [44] to run on Hydra, we reuse
Apollo’s logic to request the node on which a task should
run. We then quantify the quality of placement in Hydra by
measuring the fraction of container requests that got placed
exactly on the node the AM requested, or on the corresponding rack. Fig. 4 shows the achieved placement quality over
one month across our fleet. Hydra achieves on average 92%
node-local allocations and 97% rack-local allocations. These
results demonstrate that we are able to meet the practical
needs of our clusters’ users and are comparable to what we
observed when operating non-federated YARN clusters.

4.2 Share-Determination
Share-determination requires a global point of view, but we
observe that an aggregated view of the cluster state and workload demands is sufficient, given that placement decisions
are performed locally at each sub-cluster. The GPG receives
a summarized view (i.e., a snapshot of the current utilization
and outstanding demand) of each sub-cluster on heartbeats
(6a of Fig. 3), and performs share-determination decisions,
which are then pushed down to each sub-cluster to affect allocations. We discuss alternative policies below.
Gang admission control (GAC) is a policy that performs
admission control of jobs based on gang scheduling semantics. In particular, the GPG maintains a queue hierarchy with statically defined quotas, which are pushed to the
Routers. When a job with a declared parallelism of k containers gets submitted to a queue, it waits until k containers
become available from the queue’s quota. GAC is the sharedetermination policy currently used in production, both for
its simplicity and because it matches the behavior of the
legacy system [7] that our customers are used to. Moreover,
GAC has been hardened in production in our legacy system
for several years.

As we introduce more application frameworks in our clusters,8 we can leverage Hydra’s flexible control plane to perform share-determination dynamically at the container request level, rather than once at job submission time. Global
instantaneous fairness (GIF) is one such promising policy
that we are currently experimenting with in our test clusters.
GIF copes with scale by aggregating the cluster state and
workload demands at the granularity of queues. It logically
reassigns the entire cluster resources according to workpreserving fair-sharing [12, 6], while taking into account the
sub-cluster that the resource demand is coming from, i.e., allocating to each sub-cluster at most the resources demanded
there. The output of GIF is the instantaneous resource capacity that a queue can receive at each sub-cluster. For example,
consider a cluster with two equally sized sub-clusters SA , SB
and a queue q1 that is assigned 20% of the overall cluster’s
capacity. By default, q1 will get the static 20% of resources
at each sub-cluster. Instead, assuming q1 has higher demand
on SA , GIF can allow q1 to get, say, 30% of resources in SA
and 10% in SB . This results in the same overall capacity for
q1 , but can improve resource utilization.
To validate the feasibility and significance of such flexible policies, we compare GIF with the following approaches:
(i) an idealized single centralized YARN scheduler that overlooks the entire cluster accounting for node locality (Centr.);
(ii) one scheduler for every sub-cluster, where each queue is
replicated in each sub-cluster, with a quota uniformly proportional to the sub-cluster size (Uniform Distr.); (iii) similar to (ii) but with queue quotas dynamically mapped to subclusters based on the workload demand for resources on each
sub-cluster (Load-Based Distr.). We use a few hundreds of
different cluster setups, each with a few tens of sub-clusters
and with queue hierarchies of varying sizes and complexities, created by a generator that we built (and plan to opensource) for this purpose. These comparisons are based on
simulations, given that (i) cannot support our cluster and
workload sizes.
Fig. 5 shows our results in terms of utilization and fairness. To measure fairness we compute the mean absolute
error between each candidate solution and a reference ideal
implementation consisting of a centralized scheduler, similar
to (i), that is also allowed to arbitrarily relax node locality—
this represents an oracle for fairness as other constraints are
relaxed. Mean absolute error is measured as a percentage error from the centralized solution. As an intuition to read this
graph, a value of 0.1% corresponds to just a few hundred
unfairly allocated containers across our 50k-node clusters.
GIF performs better (much higher utilization and comparable fairness error) than the sub-cluster-local approaches (ii)
and (iii), and closely tracks the behaviors of the (impractical)
8 Note that GAC can already support such jobs, but relies heavily on opportunistic execution (as in [18]) to achieve high cluster utilization, making
it harder to maintain fairness across users.

Figure 5: Comparing policies for share-determination with
respect to utilization (left) and fairness (right).The boxes indicate the 25th and 75th percentile; the green line within
each box is the median; the small triangle is the average;
the whiskers represent the 5th and 95th percentiles.
centralized solutions. GIF’s runtime is also acceptable, with
<300ms runtime when simulating our largest clusters.

5 Implementation and Open-Sourcing
In this section, we provide details on the implementation and
open-sourcing of Hydra. Given Microsoft’s commitment to
supporting open-source workloads and our team’s expertise
on Apache Hadoop, YARN [36] was a natural choice as a
base to build Hydra, as we also discuss in §8. Over the past
few years, Microsoft has contributed over 200k lines of code
to Apache Hadoop related to Hydra.
To enable Hydra’s federated architecture, we extended
YARN with the various components described in §3, including the GPG, Router, AM–RM Proxy, and StateStore. Each
component runs as a separate microservice in YARN. More
implementation details are available at [41, 13].
Apart from the main federated architecture described in
this paper, we also leverage several other efforts that have
been contributed to YARN by Microsoft over the past years.
In fact, the federated architecture constitutes the last piece
of the puzzle in operating YARN at our scale. Tab. 4 summarizes the main Microsoft contributions to YARN that are
exploited by Hydra. For example, opportunistic execution is
key to achieve high resource utilization, given the scale of
our scheduling decisions and the way our workloads were
tuned to run on our legacy system.
Additionally, while deploying Hydra in production, we
had to perform several other improvements to YARN. Here
we briefly mention a few representative ones. First, to support our workload’s large-scale parallelism and requirements
for large numerous resource files, we enhanced the opensource version of resource localization at each worker node.
In particular, we added finer control of simultaneous resource downloads (accounting for available bandwidth I/O,
and guaranteed vs. opportunistic containers), and leveraged

Feature
Federated architecture
Scheduling policies
Opportunistic execution
Reservation planning
Placement constraints
Container preemption

JIRAs
[41]
[13]
[22, 39]
[29, 28]
[24]
[25]

Hadoop version
2.9
ongoing
2.9
2.9
3.1
2.1

Publications
this paper
this paper
[18, 27]
[9, 17]
[11]
[36]

Table 4: Key Microsoft contributions to YARN, which are
relevant to Hydra. For each feature, we provide the main
JIRA numbers (where the open-source effort can be tracked),
the version of Apache Hadoop that first included it, and related publications.

Figure 6: Capacity roll-out over time as a fraction of our
overall fleet.
an existing peer-to-peer file segmentation, distribution and
caching service. Further, we made improvements related to
the scheduling latency at each sub-cluster, by adding timebased relaxation of locality. This was crucial to support our
scheduling decisions rate and meet locality preferences of requests. Finally, we enhanced the default logging and metrics
collection in YARN.

6

Deployment and Lessons Learned

In this section, we discuss our experience in deploying Hydra in our production clusters and migrating a live service
to it (§6.1), as well as an approach to evolutionary design of
Hydra’s architecture (§6.2).

6.1

Deployment Over Time

Given the size of our fleet and the mission-critical nature of
our workloads, the migration of our service to Hydra was
by itself a highly complex project. Hydra had to be deployed
“in-place”, with almost no spare resources and with stringent
SLOs for at least part of our workload.
In-place progressive migration. Our migration proceeded
one tenant at a time, by migrating their workload to Hydra.
At the same time, we were reassigning machines from the
legacy system to Hydra. We grouped tenants into 4 tiers,
from the smaller (in workload size and resource demands)

and least mission-critical of tier-4 to the larger and SLOsensitive tenants of tier-1. Migration proceeded from tier4 upwards to tier-1. This progression can be observed in
Fig. 6, where a rather linear machine migration is paired with
a non-linear tenant migration. Tenant migration was fast at
first (small tier-4 and tier-3 customers), and slowed down as
more of the customers from tier-2 and tier-1 were onboarded
and large capacity is assigned with numerically few tenants.
Throughout the deployment, we paused migration for operational and general engineering cadence. The rollout was
not without surprises, as every set of tenants exercised our
system in different and challenging ways. We constantly
measured job performance and reliability, using predictable,
recurring jobs as canaries. Whenever regression was detected by our team or by customers, we temporarily rolled
back part of our workload to the legacy system, investigated,
addressed the issues, and resumed migration. In the process,
we made many performance and reliability improvements to
YARN, many of which have been committed back to the
Apache Hadoop project (see also §5). One large incident
was around November 2017, when thousands of nodes were
rolled back, as seen in Fig. 6.
Mismatched load/hardware. A surprising challenge consisted in migrating the right number of machines for each
portion of the workload we switched over. At first, we
naively started by migrating the nominally purchased capacity for each tenant. We quickly learned how heavily most
tenants relied on scavenged capacity to support important application scenarios. In hindsight, stronger workload models
could have predicted some of these problems. We subsequently built tooling to prevent similar regressions.
Locality during migration. Jobs cannot span the legacy
system and Hydra. By migrating machines between the two
systems, we limited the chances of co-location with data
(which is kept in place and is accessible through a distributed
file system akin to HDFS [26]). Our hypothesis, confirmed
during migration, was that locality matters less with modern networks. Nonetheless, to ameliorate possible negative
effects, we migrated machines by striping across racks, i.e.,
first a few machines in each rack were migrated to Hydra and
then more machines were added. This strategy fundamentally worked, with a few hiccups in the early phases when
the number of Hydra machines was so limited that many
racks had zero or just one machine (leading to frequent cross
network-spine reads, which impacted job performance).9
Sub-cluster size. Given Hydra’s ability to support jobs that
span sub-clusters, we have the freedom to pick the number
and size of each sub-cluster. We proceeded by trial and error, picking the largest sub-cluster size for which the subcluster’s RM could comfortably handle our workload. In our
9 We did not observe this issue at the opposite end of the spectrum (when
the migration was close to completion), as the queues being moved were
very large, thus avoiding some of these border effects.

deployments, the deciding factor for this limit is the scheduling rate and not the number of nodes. In its current implementation, the RM cannot support more than 1k scheduling decisions per second (SDPS), while recent, extensive efforts to improve RM’s scalability have raised this bar to 5k
SDPS under ideal conditions [40]. This is still about an order magnitude lower than our target SDPS, and has not yet
been tested in production at scale. Hydra’s ability to tweak
each sub-cluster’s size allowed us to experiment with different sizes while impacting only part of our capacity (e.g., setting one sub-cluster to be larger/smaller than others). In our
current deployments, we operate clusters with 15–20 subclusters, each with 2k–3k nodes. We are also working towards merging some of these clusters, creating even larger
and cross-DC Hydra deployments. So far, we have not encountered any obvious upper bound to Hydra’s scalability.

6.2

Evolutionary Design

Through careful analysis and design, we were reasonably
successful at designing the “static” aspects of the system,
such as core architectural choices and basic mechanisms.
Conversely, predicting all system “dynamics” and the effects
of multiple interacting algorithmic policies was exceedingly
hard. Moreover, we knew that the workload and the hardware environment Hydra had to target in its lifetime were
certainly going to change over time.
Therefore, we invested in faithful simulation infrastructure [30], which proved invaluable (similar to what was reported by the Borg team [37]), and focused on designing
mechanisms that allowed us to test and deploy policies very
quickly. In particular, Hydra can propagate new policy behaviors across many thousands of nodes within seconds (bypassing the slower mechanisms provided by the underlying
deployment infrastructure [16]). This agility allowed us to
experiment with policies and respond to outages quickly.
This flexibility enabled us to leverage Hydra to support subcluster level A/B testing and specialized tuning for alternative environments. Hydra is, in fact, now being considered
for smaller/specialized clusters, where federation is not used
to achieve scale, but rather operational flexibility. The ability to test policies on parts of our clusters and quickly revert
them, made it possible to experiment with advanced policies,
as the ones discussed in §4. This enables faster innovation,
which we believe is a generally under-appreciated aspect of
real-world systems. Similar considerations were discussed
by the TensorFlow team [4].

7

Figure 7: Scheduling decisions per second for 5 large clusters (average behavior over 6-hour windows).

Production Validation

In this section we provide data from our production environments running Hydra, comparing (whenever possible) with
our legacy system [7]. As already discussed (see §1, §2), our

Figure 8: Allocation latency over a period of one month for
one of our busiest clusters.

key challenge in building Hydra was to match the scalability and utilization of the mature, highly tuned, applicationspecific legacy system it replaces [7], which has the advantage of relying on a fully distributed scheduler. We
show numerically that this has been achieved. At the same
time, Hydra provides the benefits of a centralized scheduler,
namely the ability to support arbitrary application frameworks, stricter scheduling invariants, and better operational
controls, as discussed qualitatively and anecdotally in §6.

7.1 Scheduling Rates and Latency
Fig. 7 shows the number of scheduling decisions per second
for four of our largest clusters, each comprised of 15-20 subclusters. We observe that while the cluster sizes are comparable, the workloads differ substantially. By way of example, cluster C2 requires around 10k scheduling decisions per
second (SDPS), while cluster C4 requires sustained rates of
30k to 40k SDPS. Note that each task might require multiple scheduling decisions, because tasks are often promoted/demoted between guaranteed and opportunistic execution
throughout their lifetime [18]. Each request for an allocation, promotion, demotion, or termination corresponds to a
scheduling decision.

Figure 9: CPU utilization across our fleet over a period of
8 months, during which we were deploying Hydra in an increasing number of machines.
Fig. 8 reports the median and the 99th percentile of allocation latency across all allocations performed by Hydra in
a 30-day period in one of our busiest clusters. The median
allocation latency is 2-3 seconds. The 99th percentile is typically no more than 10 seconds with a few exceptions. This is
measured at the client side and focuses on the most expensive
type of allocations (guaranteed containers per [18] terminology). In comparison, Apollo had no centralized task scheduling delays, but it could incur high queuing delays when tasks
were dispatched to each node. Hydra’s centralized approach
is allowing us to experiment with centrally coordinated locality relaxation, which is reducing scheduling latencies further
in our test clusters. Recall that, as we showed in §4.1 (Fig. 4),
Hydra also delivers high quality placement decisions, managing to allocate 70-99% of the tasks on their preferred node
(and 75-99.8% within rack).

7.2

Utilization

Fig. 9 shows the CPU utilization (i.e., actual busy CPU cycles) across a large fraction of our fleet. During a period of
eight months, most of these machines were migrated to Hydra (see Fig. 6). The plot shows that there was no resource
utilization regression. In fact, we observe a slight increase
in average CPU utilization of about 1-2% (although this may
be due to increased workload pressure). Importantly, we observe that the load distribution is more even across our fleet,
as seen in Fig. 9 where the gap between high and low percentiles narrows as Hydra is rolled out. This indicates that
Hydra’s placement decisions lead to better load balancing.
To more clearly highlight where the CPU utilization improvements come from, we zoom into one of our largest clusters. Fig. 10 shows for each machine in the cluster the number of tasks run on each node and their average input size.
Different shades of black represent different server configurations with varying number of cores, memory, disks, and
network sub-systems—the darker the color the more powerful the machine, thus we expect lighter colors to receive less

Figure 10: Scatter plot of task input data vs. count of tasks
running daily on each server (one month average for legacy
and Hydra). Each dot represents one server, and darker color
indicates more powerful hardware configuration.
load. Comparing Hydra (on the right-hand side of the figure) to our legacy system (on the left-hand side), it is evident
that Hydra distributes tasks (roughly the same total number)
more evenly across servers. This explains the tighter distribution of CPU utilizations we observed in Fig. 9.

7.3 Task Runtime and Efficiency
We now study the task runtime before and after we deployed
Hydra across our fleet. The empirical CDFs of Fig. 11 capture the behavior of 135B tasks in terms of input data, runtime, and processing efficiency (calculated by dividing the
runtime by the input size). Each figure includes two CDFs:
the “Hydra (25% deployed)”, which corresponds to an early
phase in our deployment (with most tasks running the legacy
system and around 25% of nodes migrated to Hydra); the
“Hydra (60% deployed)”, which corresponds to a one month
window when over 60% of the nodes were migrated. From
the CDFs we notice that users have increased the input size
of our smallest tasks, which lead to an increase in task runtime. This is not due to Hydra deployment, but rather to
exogenous causes (e.g., coinciding changes in the tuning of
the application frameworks, growth in job input). When it
come to task throughput, Hydra is comparable to the legacy
system, which was our primary goal. In particular, the overall throughput increased in the lower end (less efficient tasks
improved by a large amount), while slightly decreased for
very efficient tasks. This is consistent with the better cluster
load balancing we observed, as fewer tasks are run in underor over-loaded machines.

7.4 Job Runtime
We conclude with the most crucial end-to-end metrics that
our customers care about: job runtime. For a precise comparison, we focus on periodic jobs, i.e., recurring jobs that
run the same computation on new data every week, day, or

Figure 12: Empirical CDF for 18k recurring job templates
(1.25M job instances). We plot the ratio (Hydra/legacy) for
the job runtimes and total task-hours. All values are averages
over one month.

8 Related Work

Figure 11: Task behavior before and after migration.
hour. Fig. 12 reports runtimes of periodic jobs and resource
utilization (in task-hours) before and after migration to Hydra. To control for substantial job changes, we focus on periodic jobs whose input size changed by no more than 2X
(increase or decrease). The figure presents results for 18k periodic job templates, corresponding to 1.25M job instances,
which consist of 10B tasks and 110M task-hours (tasks are
multi-threaded, each assigned 2 cores, but potentially using
more). The graph is plotted as an empirical CDF of the ratio of job runtime ( bea ffter
ore ) and total task-hours. We observe
that, while the size of jobs grew substantially (the median
increased by 18%) during this period of time (more tasks
and longer runtimes), the job runtime has not substantially
changed (with median runtime decreasing by 4%). By inspecting many example jobs, we conclude that the “tails” of
this CDF are mostly due to increase/decrease of the overall
job input data. While the journey to a fully deployed Hydra was not without challenges, our customers are broadly
satisfied with job performance at this point.

7.5

Discussion

The production data presented in this section show that Hydra matches the utilization and scalability of our legacy system, and delivers consistent (or slightly improved) job runtimes and improved load distribution across machines. At
the same time, Hydra supports multiple application frameworks, and advances our ability to quickly experiment and
innovate in the space of scheduling policies.

We focus our related work comparison on production-ready,
scalable, big-data resource management frameworks, as
these were the only relevant contenders given our goals.
Among open-source systems, we will discuss Apache
Hadoop YARN [36, 19], Apache Mesos [15], and Kubernetes [20], and among proprietary ones we consider
Borg [37] (not accessible to us) and Apollo [7]. None
of these systems, in their current form, could handle all
our requirements (scale of machines and scheduling rates,
arbitrary application frameworks, global sharing invariants).
Apollo, [7] our legacy system (see also §A.2), scaled by
carefully choreographing a homogeneous collection of batch
jobs [44]. Our requirement to support a wide variety of
proprietary and open-source ecosystems forced us to evolve
beyond Apollo’s fully distributed scheduling. We retained
Apollo’s distributed job-level placement algorithms, run in
the job AM, but Hydra’s resource management infrastructure has the final say on if and where a job can run. Controlling this decision in Hydra allows us to share our clusters
between arbitrary application frameworks and improve load
balancing. In our previous work [18, 27], we added support
for opportunistic containers to YARN, a notion inspired by
Apollo, which we leverage in Hydra to ensure high cluster
utilization—a must at our scale.
YARN. By building upon YARN [36], Hydra inherits its
capabilities and strengths [19]. First and foremost, Hydra is wire-compatible with unmodified YARN applications,
thanks to Hydra’s Routers and AM–RM Proxy that hide the
federated nature of our infrastructure. This allows us to colocate Microsoft’s native frameworks [44] with open-source
applications, such as Spark [43], TensorFlow [4], Hive [33],
REEF [38], and Heron [14].
The choice to federate multiple YARN sub-clusters instead of scaling up a single RM was driven by the scale in
machine number and scheduling rate (§6.1) and our operational requirements (e.g., rolling upgrades, A/B testing, deploying new policies). On the non-technical front, we also
considered long-term cost of ownership. Modifying YARN
to scale up would either impede future innovations by the

Hadoop community (forcing every new feature only if it
did not affect scalability to tens of thousands of nodes) or
lead to isolation of Microsoft from the community—leading
to high porting/stabilization of every new feature, defeating the purpose of an open-source system. By federating
smaller sub-clusters, we rely on some of the stabilization
work done by vendors (Hortonworks, Cloudera) and other
big companies (Yahoo!, Twitter, Uber, LinkedIn). Examples
of innovations relevant to Hydra include our work in opportunistic containers [18, 27], time-based SLOs [9, 17], placement constraints [11], advanced preemption [25], as well as
community-driven efforts, such as node labels [21] and support for GPUs [19]. Finally, the naive alternative of running
an independent RM per sub-cluster would lead to unacceptable resource fragmentation—this was studied by the authors
of [37] and consistent with our experiments (§4.2).
Mesos [15] is best understood as a highly scalable cluster manager, focusing on deploying long running services.
At Microsoft, we support three similar frameworks, AutoPilot [16], Azure Service Fabric [5], and Kubernetes [20]. Hydra can be deployed using any of these cluster managers, but
focuses on supporting high-rate batch workloads, as well as
interactive and streaming applications. The rate of scheduling decisions per second that Hydra can achieve is substantially higher than what Mesos targets. Additionally, Hydra
supports resource sharing across application frameworks.
Kubernetes [20] is a more recent effort that occupies a similar space as Mesos. At the time of this writing, the Kubernetes scheduler is very simple and provides little support for
short-lived containers and batch applications. Kubernetes’
current scalability (5k nodes at the time of this writing) is
also short of our target. Nonetheless, Kubernetes has an elegantly modular architecture and very substantial momentum
in open-source, so any of the limitations we discuss here are
likely to be addressed sooner or later.
Borg [37] is Google’s proprietary resource manager. Unsurprisingly, this system comes closest to matching our requirements (though it is not open-source, so our understanding is limited to what is discussed in [37]). Borg’s notion
of cells is akin to a sub-cluster from a deployment/maintenance perspective, but Borg jobs cannot span cells, and so the
typical configuration has one large production cell and some
smaller test cells with the median cell size being 10k nodes.
Borg cells do not span data centers, contrary to what we do
in some of our Hydra deployments. The reported scheduling rate for Borg is 10k decisions per min (or 166 decisions
per second). Our production deployment routinely reaches
40k decisions per second in our busiest clusters. While a
centralized approach is likely to eventually top out, we believe the current scheduling rate for Borg is due to natural
co-evolution of the application framework and the scheduling infrastructure, rather than an intrinsic limitation. The
Borg microservice architecture elegantly decouples admis-

sion control (quotas) from (sharded) state management and
scheduling. This design is close in spirit to Hydra. However,
Hydra’s ambition to support dynamic enforcement of strict
scheduling invariants is not compatible with checking quotas only during admission control (which is, to the best of
our understanding, the only mechanism supported by Borg).
Finally, Hydra inherits YARN’s ability to support soft/hard
data locality preferences on a per-container basis, which is
not supported in Borg.
HPC systems. Prior to the current generation of large-scale
resource managers, much effort has been devoted to scheduling in the context of High Performance Clusters (HPC).
Prominent systems included Condor [32], Torque [31],
Moab [10], and Maui [1]. As discussed in [36], these
systems’ original focus on MPI applications leads to a
limited support for elastic scheduling and data-locality—
instrumental for batch big data applications. Furthermore,
their limited compatibility with the current open-source big
data ecosystems made them incompatible with some of our
fundamental requirements.
Influences. In building Hydra, we were influenced by a
body of research that extends well beyond the production
systems discussed above. These include dominant resource
fairness [12, 6], delay scheduling [42], distributed scheduling [23], constraint- and utility-based scheduling [34, 35],
and the container reuse/executor model of [38, 43].

9 Conclusion
This paper summarizes our journey in building Hydra, a
general-purpose resource management framework, capable
of supporting a broad set of open-source and Microsoft’s
proprietary application frameworks. Hydra scales to clusters
of 50k+ nodes, performing tens of thousands of scheduling
decisions per second. Our design pivots around the following core ideas: (i) a federation-based architecture, (ii) decoupling of share-determination from placement of tasks to
machines, and (iii) a flexible control-plane that can modify
the system’s scheduling behavior within seconds.
Hydra is the main resource manager at Microsoft, and it
is deployed across hundreds of thousands of servers. It has
so far scheduled a trillion tasks that processed close to a
Zettabyte of data. The utilization and scalability that Hydra matches our state-of-the-art, distributed scheduler, while
allowing us to support arbitrary open-source and internal analytics frameworks. We contributed Hydra’s implementation
to Apache Hadoop (∼200k lines of code), and are committed
to continuously open-source future advancements.
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A

Overview of YARN and Apollo

As discussed in Sections 2.3 and 3, we built Hydra by extending and re-architecting Apache Hadoop YARN [36] to
substitute our legacy system Apollo from which we also
drew ideas [7]. For convenience to the reader, below we provide a brief overview of YARN and Apollo, given their close
ties to Hydra.10

A.1

YARN

YARN follows a centralized architecture (depicted in
Fig. 13), in which a single logical component, the Resource
Manager (RM), allocates resources to jobs submitted to the
cluster. The resource requests handled by the RM are intentionally generic, while specific scheduling logic required by
each application is encapsulated in the Application Master
that any framework can implement. This allows YARN to
support a wide range of applications using the same RM
component. Below we describe its main components.
Node Manager (NM). The NM is a daemon running at each
of the cluster’s worker nodes. NMs are responsible for monitoring resource availability at the host node, reporting faults,
and managing containers’ life-cycle (e.g., start, monitoring,
pause, queuing, and killing of containers).
Resource Manager (RM). The RM runs on a dedicated machine, arbitrating resources among various competing applications. Multiple RMs can be used for high availability, with
one of them being the master. The NMs periodically inform
the RM of their status through a heartbeat mechanism for
scalability. The RM also maintains the resource requests of
all applications. Given its global view of the cluster, and
10 Excerpts
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based on application demand, resource availability, scheduling priorities, and sharing policies (e.g., fairness), the scheduler of the RM performs the matchmaking between application requests and machines, and hands leases on containers
to applications. A container is a logical resource bundle (e.g.,
2GB RAM, 1 CPU) bound to a specific node.
YARN includes two widely adopted scheduler implementations, namely the Fair and Capacity Schedulers. The former imposes fairness between applications, while the latter
dedicates a share of the cluster resources to groups of users.
When jobs are submitted to the RM, they go through an admission control phase, during which security credentials are
validated and various operational and administrative checks
are performed.
Application Master (AM). The AM is the job orchestrator
(one AM is instantiated per submitted job), managing all its
life-cycle aspects, including dynamically increasing and decreasing resource consumption, managing the execution flow
(e.g., running reducers against the output of mappers), and
handling faults. The AM can run arbitrary user code, written in any programming language. By delegating all these
functions to AMs, YARN’s architecture achieves significant
scalability, programming model flexibility, and improved upgrading/testing.
An AM will typically need to harness resources from multiple nodes to complete a job. To obtain containers, the AM
issues resource requests to the RM via heartbeats. When the
scheduler assigns a resource to the AM, the RM generates a
lease for that resource. The AM is then notified and presents
the container lease to the NM for launching the container at
that node. The NM checks the authenticity of the lease and
then initiates the container execution.

A.2

Apollo

Apollo is our legacy system that was used before Hydra
to manage the resources of our big-data clusters. Unlike
YARN, Apollo adopts a distributed scheduling architecture,
in which the scheduling of each job is performed independently. As discussed in §2 and §6, this architecture enables

Apollo to meet the scalability demands of our production
workload, but does not allow for arbitrary applications to
share the cluster nor for tight control over sharing policies.
Apollo’s main components are depicted in Fig. 14 and are
summarized below.
Process Node (PN). A PN process running on each worker
node is responsible for managing the local resources on that
node and performing local scheduling, similar to YARN’s
NM described above.
Resource Monitor (RMon). The RMon periodically aggregates load information from PNs across the cluster, creating
a global view of the cluster status. While treated as a single logical entity, the RMon is implemented physically in a
master-slave configuration for scalability and high availability purposes. In contrast to YARN’s RM, Apollo’s RMon
is not at the critical path of scheduling decisions and might
contain stale information about the PN load.
Job Manager (JM). A Job Manager (JM), also called a
scheduler, is instantiated for each job to manage the job’s

life-cycle. The JM relies on the global cluster load information provided by the RMon in order to perform informed
scheduling decisions.
To better predict resource utilization in the near future and
to optimize scheduling quality, each PN maintains a local
queue of tasks assigned to the node and advertises its future
resource availability to the RMon in the form of a wait-time
matrix. Apollo thereby adopts an estimation-based approach
to making task scheduling decisions. Each scheduler consults the cluster status from the RMon, together with the individual characteristics of tasks to be scheduled, such as the
data locality. However, cluster dynamics pose many challenges in practice. RMon’s information might be stale, estimates might be suboptimal, and the cluster environment
might be unpredictable. Apollo therefore incorporates correction mechanisms for robustness and dynamically adjusts
scheduling decisions at runtime. Finally, it employs opportunistic scheduling to increase resource utilization while providing guaranteed resources to jobs that need it.

